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In this note, we consider functions of only two variables, although the 
results can easily be extended to any finite number of variables 
Let 
(1) 
be an entire function defined by Dirichlet series [ 1 ] of two complex 
variables sl, s2, where the coefficients am,n are complex numbers and 
O<I,<R,< ... <l,+co with m 
o<pl<p~< ..- <pL,-+cc with n 
(2) 
and further [2, 33 
lim sup 
log(m + n) 
L+PH 
=D<+co (3) 
~+/7+02 
(4) 
Let X be a class of entire function defined by Dirichlet series (1) which 
satisfy the condition 
m fI=, I urn,* I ew(mL + WJ < ~0. (5) 
DEFINITION. (I) We use the notation f - am,n to denote (1). The 
algebraic operations in X are defined by: 
(i) f+b-k,+L 
(ii) af - cm,,, 
(iii) f * g - um,n b,,, exp(mL + no, h 
where f - u,,,~ and g-b,,,, are in X. 
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NOTE 295 
(II) We can define also for each f~ X, the following function: 
II f II = z I h,n I exp(mL + vn1. (6) m,n=l 
Observe that )I f (I is defined and it is easy to see that I( f 11 defines a norm 
on X. 
THEOREM 1. X is a Banach-algebra. 
Proof: It sufficient to show that X is complete; for this, assume that 
{f,, } is a Cauchy sequence in X, where for (s, , s2) E C* 
fp(s,, Q)= f a$‘,exp(Lsl+w2). 
ln,n= 1 
Given E > 0, then there exists some constant p0 3 1 such that 
II”&-&II <E for p, 4 2po, 
i.e., 
mF=, 14-$-4),l evW,+nk)<h P, 9 2Po. (7) 
This implies (a:‘,> forms a Cauchy sequence in C for every m, n and 
hence, owing to the completeness of C, converges to a complex number, 
say am.n. In (7) let q+ co; we get 
therefore 
f, +f- am,n. 
Moreover f - urn,” EX, since 
It can now be verified that X is a Banach-algebra. 
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DEFINITION. A complex-valued function Q(f) defined for f E X is called 
a functional; this functional is said to be linear if 
@(af+ bg) = a@(f) + b@(g). 
THEOREM 2. Every continuous linear functional @ on X is of the form 
Q(f)= F am,n 4, ev(mL + wn) (8) 
m,iZ=l 
with 
where {d,,, ) is a bounded sequence. 
Proof: We denote the dual space of X by X*; let GE X*. Define 
fm,n=expf(s,-m)~,+(s,-n)I*,} 
fCN)= 5 am.n exp(Ls, + AA). 
~,I?=1 
Obviously f (N) --t f as N + co. 
Let 
then 
CD(f) = @(l&f 9 
= @ lim 5 um,n exp(A,s, +P~Q) 
( N-CC m,n=l > 
= @ lim 5 
( N-CC 
am,nfm,n exp(mL + npn) 
??I,~==1 > 
Moreover 
IL,, I = I @(f,,.)l G ~4 II f,,, II = M; 
hence, (d,,,, } is a bounded sequence. 
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Conversely, let {d,,, > be a bounded sequence. The functional defined by 
(8) is well defined and linear. 
Further. we note 
I @s(f)1 d Z I4dL., I exp(mL + v,, 1 
m,n= I 
G M II f II ; 
hence the theorem. 
(9) 
Remark. This characterization helps us in formulating an alternative 
expression for the norm in X*. We know [4] that X* is a Banach space 
with the same operations as in X and norm define as 
II @ II = SUP I wN/ll f II. 
II ./ II c 1 
LEMMA. We have 
II@ll= SUP 14.I 
m,n>l 
Proof: By (9) we infer that 
II @ II = SUP I @‘(fM\ s II G SUP l47q,l ; 
II f II G 1 m.,, 2I 
on the other hand 
Id,,, I = I @(fm,n)l d II @II II fm.. II = II @II. 
Hence the Lemma. 
THEOREM 3. Let 
f(Sl?sz)= f a m,n exp(Lsl + ASP), 
m&n= 1 
where am,n # 0, Vm, n > 1. Let D c C2 having at least one finite point. Define 
f&I3%)= f 0 ,,,exp((sl+a-m)~,+(s2+p-n)~L,}; 
ln,n= 1 
then the set 
A,= if,.p:a, PED) 
is a total set in X, 
4OY:162:l-20 
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ProoJ: Note that f,,a E X, Vu, /? E D, since 
L,phv%)= f a ,,,exp((s,+cr-m)~,+(s2+p-n)~~) 
m,n=l 
and 
= f la,,,Iexp(yl~,+y2~~), 
m,n= 1
where yr = Re ~1, y2 = Re /?, which must converge for every CI, /? E D, because 
f(sr , s2) is an entire Dirichlet series. Let @* E X* be such that @*(A/) = 0, 
i.e., 
This implies that 
i! ~,,,,,,d,,, exp(mL + wn 1 exp {(@ - ml L + (B - n) A > = 0, 
m,n= 1
V% BED, 
i.e., 
f am,nd,,,exp(alZ,+rC~Ln)=O, ~&BED. (10) 
m,n=l 
Now define h - am,n d,,, “, since {d,,, } is bounded sequence and 
f - am,n EX. h - u,,,~ d, n E X. But, owing to (lo), 
h(a, B) = 0, Vet, /?E D. 
Since D has a finite limit point, this means that h = 0; this, however, implies 
that um,n d,,,, = 0, Vm, n 2 1 and as am,n is not zero for every m, n, we get 
the result. 
THEOREM 4. Every element in X is a topological zero divisor in X. 
ProojI For the definition of the topological zero divisor, we refer to 
[S]. Consider the sequence {g,,, } where 
g m,” = exp - W-, + wn) exp(Lsl + w2), m,nal. 
NOTE 299 
Obviously g,,, EXand ~(g,,,~/=l,Vm,n~l.Also 
f*g,,n=g,,n*f=a,,,exp(~,s,+~,s,) 
and 
II .f* gm,, II = II gm,, *f/I=la,,,lexp(ml,+n~,)~O as m,n+m; 
hence the theorem. 
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